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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in 1947, hay
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning
Ability; Verbal Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is also included.
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Development of USES Specific Aptitude Test Battery S-321R74

For

Clerk, General Office (clerical) 211.38C

RESEARCH SUMMARY

This report describes the research which resulted in the develop-
ment of the following Specific Antitude Test Battery for use In
selecting inexperienced or untrained individuals for training as
General Office Clerks:

Apit,teQs cutti nj; Scores

G - General Learning Ability
N - Numerical Aptitude
Q Clerical Perception

90
95

110

Sample:
Validation sample: 1407 General Office Clerks ms females and 19
males) from the North, South and West (see Appendix 2). A total
of 182 were minority group members (130 Blacks, 27 Spanish Surnamed,
13 American Indians, 3 Orientals and 4 French Canadians) and 225
were nonninority group members.

Cross-validation sa,Iple #1: 103 General Office Clerks (94 females
and 9 males) from the North (see Appendix 2). This study was
co-ducted prior to the requirement of providing minority group
information. Therefore, minorlty group status of sample members
is unknown.

Cross-validation sample #2: 39 MDTA General Office Clerk trainees
(38 l'emales and 1 male) from the North (see Appendix 2). A total
of 5 were minority group members (4 Blacks and 1 Oriental) an R4

were nonminority group members.

Criteri9n:
Validation sample: Supervisory ratings. Criterion data were
collected during 1972, 1973 and 197h.

Cross-validation sample #1: Supervisory ratings. Criterion data
were collected during 1953 and 1161.

Cross-validation sample #2: Multiple hurdle of broad category
supervisory ratings and combined speed and error typing scores.
Criterion data were collected during 1958 and 1361.



Validation sample: Concurrent (test and criterion data were
collected at about the same time).

Cross-validation sanple 01: Concurrent.

Cross-validation sample 02: Longitudinal (tests were administered
at the beginning of the DTA training course; criterion data were
obtained six months later after completion of the training).

yAliditv:
Validation Sample:
Phi coefficient for total sample = .31 (P/2 < .0005)
Phi coefficient for Black subsample =.29 (P/2 < .0005)
Phi coefficient for nomninority subsample = .2P (P/2 < .0(105)

Cross-validation sample el:
Phi coefficient for total sample = .24 (P/2 < .01)

Cross-validation sample 42:
Phi coefficient for total sample = .41 (P /2 < .01105)

iiitCtittatataaLLICXfarXAliddlIon Sample:
For the total validation sample, 65% of the sample were in the high
criterion group; if they had been test-selected with this battery,
78; would have been in the high criterion group; 35 of the sample
were in the low criterion group; if they had been test-selected
with this battery, 22 would have been in the low criterion group.
The effectiveness of the battery ;s shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Effectiveness of Battery for Validation Sample

Without Te5t dith Tests

65'; 7r;High Criterion
GrouP

Low Criterion
Group
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No Jifferential validity for this battery was found. The dif-
ference bett'een the phi coefficients for alack ani nonminority
subgroups of the validation sample is not statistically signifi-
cant (Cl' = .0'0. The battery is fair to bl Icks since the propor-
tion of Bl ac Ls who let the cuttinr. scores aoproximatel the pro-
portion who were in the hi,:h criterion ,o-oup. 37 of the Clacks
met the cutting scores and 4S were in the high criterion group.

Jr2 ANALYSIS

A job analysis was performed by observation of the workers' per-
forance on the job an in consultation with the workers' super-
visors. On the basis of tne job analysis, the job description
shown in Appenfix 4 was prepared, which was used to (1) select
an experi.lental sample of individuals who were performing or being
trained for the job; (2) choose an appropriate criterion or measure
of job performance; (3) determine which aptitudes are critical,
important or irrelevant to job performance (see Tables 2 and 5);
ane (4) provide information on the applicability of the test battery
resulting froo this research.

Alltitucle

TABLE 2

qualitative Analysis

Patiomate

General Learning Ability

V - Verbal Aptitude

Required in un:ferstanding oral and
written instructions and in learn-
ing and performing the various duties
of the job.

Required in understanding the mean-
ing and relationship of words and
sentences.

N Numerical Aptitude Required in performing computa-
tional duties.

Q - Clerical Perception

K - Motor Coordination

F - Finger Dexterity

Required in checking work for
errors, in reading ani recording
numbers and names, in filing
letters, in preparing records and
reports, and in posting data.

Required in filing and sorting aid
in performing various office ma-
chine operations.

Required in operating office ma-
chinery such as typewriter, calcu-
lator and adding machines.



LXPERIMENTAL TEST BATTERY

vali4ation_AALIPaa:
All 12 tests oc the GATB, B-10028.

Crus-validation SaTILe $1:
All 12 tests of the GATB, £3-1002A.

Cross-validarion Sanple 41:
All 12 tests of the GATB, n-1oo2B.

ClITERION

The imeclate supervisor rated each worker. The ratings were
obtained 1)y means of personal visits of State test development
analysts who explained the rating procedure to the supervisors.
Two ratings were obtained from each supervisor with an interval
of two /COI:5 between the ratings. Since sample members' test
scores are confidential, supervisors had no knowledge of the
test scores of the workers.

A descriptive rating scale was u5e4. The scale (see Appendix 3)
consists of six performance itenis. Five of these items cover dif-
ferent asoects of job performance. The sixth item is a
itell on the general Office Clerk's "all-around" ahility. Each
iteo has five alternative responses corresponding to different
degrees of job proficiency. For the purpose of scoring the itons,
weights of 1 to 5 were assigned to the responses. The total score
on the rating scale is the sum of the weights for the six items.
The possible range is 6-30.

A review of the job description indicated that the subjects covered
by the rating scale were directly related to important aspects of
job performance.

A A:lount of work: .Fork must be performed at a satisfactory pace
to avoid backlog of projects.

B Quality of work: Letters, hills, statements and other mate-
rials must be neat and legible in order to be acceptable.

C - Accuracy of work: Computations, filing, Posting, etc., must
be accurate in order to be acceptable.
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D - Amount of knowledge: General Office Clerk must have knowledge
of grammar, arithmetic and office machine operation in order to
perform the job duties satisfactorily.

E "ariety of job duties: General Office Clerk should be able to
handle a large variety of tasks without specific instruction.

F "All-aroune" ability: General Office Clerk's value to employer
involves a combination of the aspects -f job performance listed
above.

A reliability coefficient cf .86 was obtained between the initial
ratings anl the re-ratings, indicating a significant relationship.
The final criterion score consists of the combined scores of the

two ratings. The possible range is 12-CO. The mean score on the
final criterion was 41.9 with a standard deviation of 7.8. The
relationship between the criterion and age, education and job ex-
perience is shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Validation Sample

Means, Standard Deviations (SD) and Pearson
P,oduct-Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for

Age, Education and Experience

!lean SR

Age (years) 2G.4 9.9 .124*
Education (years) 12.4 1.1 .117*
Experience (months 29.7 38.0 .237**
on current job)

*Significant at the .05 level
**Significant at the .01 level

About one-third of the workers are considered to be marginal work-
ers. Therefore, the criterion distribution was dichotomized so as

to include about one-third of the sample in the low criterion group
ant{ the remainder in the high criterion group. The criterion cut-
ting score was set at 39 which nieces 35 In the low criterion
group and G5 in the high criterion group.



Cross-vali tati,

One pertor :once rating . /as ohtainet Iron the i:i.lediate supervisor
of each worker. 4Ince lelbersi test scores are conidential
supervisors ha: no Lnohle.;4e Jf the test scores of the workers.

A de.peri:)tive ratin4 scale :as usel. The scale ( see ApoenAix 3)
consists of nipe ite Is. Ei%ht of those ;tens cover different at,-
pects of job ;)erforlance. The ninth i ten is a .0nbal item on the
(;eneral Office Cler!'s "all-around" ability. Lach ite.1 has five
alternative responses corresponring to .Afferent deLrees of job
drofic;ency. Fur the purpose of scorin:,, the itens, wtiAihts of
to 5 wero assim.te(' to the r..sponses. Tpe total score on the rating
scale, is the of the %/eights for the nine i tens.

A review of the job description indicate,1 that the subjects covered
y the ratinp; scale were iirectly related to i.lportant aspects of

job Perfornance.

A - Anount of work: dork .lust ne performed at a satisfactory pace
to avoid a backlo.; of projects.

- Quality of work: Letters, bills, state:lents and other :aaterials
must :)e neat and leAible in order to he acceptable.

C - Accuracy of ,)rk: Computzlions, filing, posting, etc., must
be accurate in order to be acceptable.

D !;not led;:e :)f job: 6eneral Office Clerk oust have specific
knowlel%e of office procedures and .lachines.

E Facility for work: Genera) Office Cleri- should be able to
apply knowlele of principles ani procedures to specific situ-
ations in order to produce satisfactory work.

F "ariety of job duties: General Office Clerk must be able to
handle a large variety of tasks without specific instruction.

G itesourcefulness: General Office Clerk should be able to apply
hnowled.Ae to new situations and act accordingly.

H - 3ugestions for inprovement: General Office Clerk should be
able to notice :gays to improve office procedures.

I - "All-around" ability: General Office Clerk's value to the
employer involves a combination of the aspects of jo!) perform-
anca listed above.

Since only one rating was obtaineJ, the estinatel reliability of
the criterion was leterminel by obtaining the relationship betleen
the total descriptive rating scale scores and the ratio; on I

("All-around" ability) of the scale. A reliauility coefficient of
.11 ,,as obtaine I. The nossible range for the final criterion is
1-45. The actual ran4e is 17-4S .,ith a .lean of 32.2 and a standard
deviation of f).3. Tne relationshin between the criterion an ace,
eication and job experience is shown in Table 3a.

9
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TABLE 3a

Cross-validation Satiple $1

:leans, Stan tart' Deviations (SD) and Pearson
Proeuct-Moment Correlations with the Criterion (r) for

Education and Experience

;jam .ttik

Age (years) 24.7 10.5 .425**
EJucation (years) 12.n .008
Experience (months) 61.4 74.5 .344**

**S1,;nificant at the .01 level

About one-third of the workers are considered to be marginal
workers. Tnerefore the criterion Jistribution was dichotorlize,i
so as tG include about one-thirr± of the sample in the low criterion
group and the remainder in the high criterion group. The criterion
cutting score das set at 30 which places 37; in the low criterion
group and 631 in the high criterion group.

cr9as-YaLiQati411 SaloRle #2:
Two criterion .Measures were obtained; one consisted of broad cate-
gory instructor ratings and the other consisted of combined spee.1
ant' error typing test scores.

Each instructor was asked to place the class in a rank order by
overall classroom performance. The instructor then divieed this
rank order into five broad categories as follows: not acceptable,
somewhat inferior, generally acceptable, usually superior, and
aloost always top notch. Tnis allowed data from the different
instructors to be combined. Trainees who were placed in the "below
average" groups were considered to be in the low criterion group.
28 of the sample was considered "below average".

The second criterion was words-per-minute adjusted for errors on
the USES typing test administered during the final month of train-
ing. Discussions with Employment Service local office personnel
indicated that 35 words-per-minute was required of an applicant to
afford a reasonable expectation of being hired after referral.
Thus, 35 words-per-minute was set as the cutting score for this
criterion oeasure. This placed 43 of the sample in the low cri-
terion group.
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A correlation coefficient of .72 was obtained between the two
criterion measures. A multiple-hurdle technique was used. The
trainees had to he in the high criterion group on each criterion
in order to be placed in the final nigh criterion group. 51 of
the qample was placed in the high criterion group. The relation-
ship between the criterion leasures and age and education is shown
in Table 3h.

TABLE 3h

Cross-validation Sample 42

keans, Standard Deviations (SD) and Pearson Product-
Moment Correlations with Criteria 1 (r1) and 2 (rA.)

for Age and Edvcation

meart lk 14" tz

Age (years) 29.3 11.2 .(14C -.132
Education (years) 11.5 1.2 .261* .108

*Significant at the .05 level

**Correctel for criterion variable expressed in broad
categories

SAMPLE

Vatidation Savoie:
The validation sample consisted of 4O7 Leneral Office Clerks (3:13
females and 11 .3ales) e:Iployed at various companies in the 'forth,
South and West (see Appendix 2). A total of 182 were ninority
group oembers (130 Blacks, 27 Spanish Surnamed, 18 American Indians,
3 Orientals and 4 French Canadians) and 225 were nonminority group
members. The means and standard deviations for age, education and
experience of validation sample members are shown in Table 3. Sone
erIbloyers used proficiency tests for selection but no aptitdde
tests were used. All workers had at least two months total job
experience in jobs whose duties are simtlar to those founi In the
job description in Appendix 4. Descriptive statistics for sub-
groups are shown in Appendix 1.
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Cross_-vajid4tiqnianple #1:
The cross-validation saople 01 consisted of 103 General Office
Clerks (14 feoales end 9 males) eilployed by various companies in

the "forth (see Appendix 2). This study tens conducted prior to
the requirement of providing minority group information on sample
lembers; therefore, minority group information is not known.
sample ,Iembers were test-selected. Tne 'leans and standard devia-
tionn for age, education and experience of sample 1e-lbers are shown
in Table 3a. All .corkers had at least 3 oonths total job experience
in jobs with 4uties similar to those shown in the joh description
:n Appendix 4.

Q125a=xalidalimlawalt_12:
The cross-validation sample #2 consisted of Sn FIDTA General Office
eleri; trainees (!%8 fealales and 1 oale) enrolled at various training
facilities in the 'forth (see AppenAix 2). A total of five
were .ainority group nemhers (L4 Blacks and one Oriental) and 34 were
nonminority group me:abers. Means and standard deviations for age
and education of sample members are shown in Table 3h. !lo sanple
-,eobers were test-selected. All sample oembers were receiving
training in preparation for jobs with duties similar to those shown
in Appendix 4.

STATISTICAL RESULTS

TABLE 4

Statistical Results for Validation Sample

%24(17

Latitacig Mean 12

G - General Learning Ability 100.2 14.9 .358**
V - Verbal Aptitude 102.2 13.1, .319**
N - Numerical Aptitude 102.2 16.0 .344**
S - Spatial Aptituee 99.9 16.8 .131**
P - Form Perception 116.4 19.b .224**

- Clerical Perception 124.5 17.0 .247**
K - Motor Coordination 115.5 17.5 .153**
F - Finger Dexterity 102.7 21.4 .129**
M - Manual Dexterity 101.0 23.0 .1R6 **

** Significant at the .01 level



Table 5 twmmarizes the qualitative analysis and statistical results
shown in Tables 2 and 4 and shows the aptitudes considereri for in-
clasion in the battery.

TABLE r.

Summary of %.walitative ena Quantitative 0,1ta for Validation Sanple

Aptitudes

Type of Evidence GvNSPQKFM
"Critical" on Basis
of Job Analysis

"1-iportant" on Basis
of Job Analysis

x x x

"Irrelevant" on Basis
of Job Analysis

Relatively high X X X
Mean

Relatively Low Standard X X
Deviation

Significant Correlation X X X X X X X X X
with Criterion

Aptitudes Considered for GVNSPQKFM
Inclusion in the Battery

The information in Table S indicates that the following aptitudes
should be considered for inclusion in the battery: G, V, N, S, P,
Q, K, F and M. The objective is to develop a battery of 2, 3 or 4
aptitudes with cutting scores set at five point intervals at the
point (a) where about the same percent will meet the cutting
scores as the percent placed in the high criterion group and
(h) which will maximize the relationship between the battery and
the criterion. The cutting scores are set at approximately one
standard deviation oelow the mean aptitude scores of the sample,
with deviations above or below these points to achieve the objec-
tives indicated above.

The following battery resulted:

Aptitkdes Cu,tting, $cores

G - General Learning Ability
N - Numerical Aptitude
Q - Clerical Perception

13

90
95

110
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VALIDITY OF THE BATTERY

TABLE
Validity of Battery for Total Validati(Aa Sample

Below Meeting
CqttingScoms Cutting Scores To/a)

High Criterion 90 174 264
GrouP

Low Criterion 95 48 1k3
Group

Total 185 222 407

Phi coefficient = .31
Significance level = P/2 < sn005

TABLE 6a
Validity of Battery for Black Validation Subsample

Below Meeting
gUtting Scoff, gusainaiaataa Total

High Criterion 30 32 62

Group
Low Criterion 52 16 63

Group
Total 82 48 130

Phi coefficient = .23
Significance level = P/2 < .0005

TABLE Gb
Validity of Battery for lonminority Validation Subsample

Below
Cptt,i0o; Scpres

Meeting
Cutting Scams To/al

High Criterion 44 123 17
Group

Low Criterion 33 25 53
Group

Total 77 14C 225

Phi coefficient = .23
Significance level = P/2 < .0035
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TABLE 7
Validity of Battery for Cross-validation Sample #1

Below Meeting
gittILMLiQUI1 CuttiAg Scores Tqtal

High Criterion 23 42 65
Group

Low Criterion 23 15 38
Group

Total 46 57 133

Phi coefficient = .24
Significance level = P/2 < .01

TABLE
Validity of Battery for Cross-validation Sample #2

Below Meeting
Cueitig, Scores Cuttirm Scprep

High Criterion 7 38 45
Group

Low Criterion 24 20 44
Group

Total 31 58 89

Phi coefficient = .41
Significance level = P/2 < .0005

OCCUPATIONAL APTITUDE PATTERN

This occupation was incorporated into OAP-17 in Section II of the
1070 edition of the Manual for the USES General Aptitude Test
Battery as a "double asterisk" (**), because Aptitude V is not con-
tained in the battery but a significant phi coefficient was obtained
between the criterion and the OAP-17 norms of G-30, V -)0 ani Q-100.
A phi coefficient of .20 (P/2 < .0005) was obtained for the Valida-
tion sample data. The Cross-validation Sample #1 phi coefficient
was .28 (P/2 < .005); Cross-validation Sample #2 phi coefficient
was .15 (P/2 < .10).

15
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Descriptive Statistics for Black and lonninority Subgroups
of Validation Sample

Black
(4=130) (N=225)

Yariable Mean. an Ranite mewl la RaML

Aptitu..ie G 92.5 12.4 58-13) 105.3 14.1 7U-138
Aptitude V 96.3 11.3 74-139 10G.1 13.4 74-147
Aptitude N 25.1 14.f, 58-138 106.'6 15.4 64-14C
Aptitude S 95.3 14,R 65-133 102.0 17.0 G5-143
Aptitude p 111.3 16.3 65-116 119.5 19.8 69-167
Aptitude 122.0 I6.0 90-17C 12C.4 17.1 31--191

Aptitude K 117.3 13.1 GO-159 114.) IC.0 70-155
Aptitude F 09.7 10.1 47-143 103.6 22.0 7)7-161

Aptitude t 99.9 22.t 52-166 A01.0 23.2 1(;-1E7

Criterion 38.4 7.3 12-00 43.3 7.1 18-10

Age 23.7 6.1 18 -514 27.7 11.5 13-C3
Education 12.4 i.e 10-16 12.4 1.1 9-17
Experience
(ilonths on
current job)

23.2 10.3 1-99 33.F 41.r 1-240

Total 29.4 214.8 2-127 55." G9.2 1-420
Experience
(months)
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Geonraphic Distribution of Validation Sanple

Black Total
S_ybsamote AAmale

Aorth 41 135

South 73 172

west SS

Total 130 407

Organizations Contributing Samples for Validation Study

North
Combined Insurance Company, Chicago, Illinois
Granite City Steel Company, Granite City, Illinois
Detroit Mutual Insurance Company, Plymouth, hichigan
Insurance Company of .forth America, Detroit, Michigan
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan
The 3t. Paul Insurance Companies, St. Paul, Minnesota
American Optical Corporation, Kansas City, Missouri

Overland Associated Mortgage Company, Kansas City, Missouri

Blue Cross of Eastern Ohio, Inc., Youngstown, Ohio
Legal Aid Society of Cleveland, Cleveland, Onin
New York Life insurance Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Bryant College, Smithfield, Rhode island
Providence College, Providence, Rhode Island
Roger Williams College, Bristol, Rhode Island
Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Harnishfleger Corp., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company, Milwaukee, 4isconsin
L. M. Berry Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Menominee County, Keshena, Wisconsin
Milwaukee YWCA, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

$.040
Prudential insurance Company, Jacksonville, Florida
Department of Economic Security, Frankfort, Kentucky
Sears Town, Monroe, Louisiana
American Airlines, Tulsa, Oklahoma
National Life and Accident Insurance, Nashville, Tennessee
Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
Columbia Gas Compan.,0 of West Virginia, Wheeling, West Virginia

17
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McJunkin Supply Company, Charleston, West Virginia
Morris Plan Bank, Wheeling, West Virginia
West Virginia Department of Highways, Charleston, West Virginia
Wheeling Dollar Bank, Liheeling, West Virginia
Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel, Wheeling, West Virginia

Wqs.t
Alaska Native Health Area dospital, Anchorage, Alaska
Apache Powder Company, Benson, Arizona
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, Los Angeles,

California
City of Aurora, Aurora, Colorado
City of Longmont, Longmont, Colorado
Southwest Gas Corp., Las Vegas, :levada
Portland General Electric Company, Portland, Oregon
State of Oregon Public Welfare Division, various cities in Oregon

Organizations Contributing Sa:iples for Cross-validation Sample #1

C. A. Reed Company, 14illiamsport, Pennsylvania
N. Snellenberg & Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Planters lut Pi Cnocolate Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
Sylvania Electric Company, Williamsport, Pennsylvania
Teleflex Incorporated, North Wales, Pennsylvania

Organizations Contributing Samples for Cross-validation Sample #2

Albert Lea Public Schools, Albert Lea, Minnesota
Duluth Vocational-Technical School, Duluth, Minnesota
Globe Business School, St. Paul, Minnesota
Jackson Vocational-Technical School, Jackson, Minnesota
Minneapolis Vocational-Technical School, ninneapolis, linnesota
St. Cloud Vocational-Technical School, St. Cloud, Minnesota
Winona Vocational-Technical School, :Winona, Minnesota
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RATING SCALE FOR

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR MANPOWER ADMINISTRATION

pESCRIFIIVE RATING SCALE
,r1r,

D.O.T. Title and Code

SCORE

tprections: Please read the "Suggestions to Raters" and then fill in the items which follow. In making your
ratings, only one box should be checked for each question.

SUGGESTIONS TO RATERS

We are asking you to rate the job performance of the people who work for you. These ratings will serve as
a "yardstick' against which we can compare the test scores in this study. The ratings must give a true picture
of each worker or this study will have very little value. You should try to give the most accurate ratings
possible for each worker.

These ratings are strictly confidential and won't affect your workers in any way. Neither the ratings nor
test scores of any workers will be shown to anybody in your company. We are interested only in "testing
the tests." Ratings are needed only for those workers who are in the test study.

Workers who have nut completed their training period, or who have not been on the job or under your
supervision long enough for you to know how well they can perform this work should not be rated.
Please inform the test technician about this if you are asked to rate any such workers.

Complete the last question aty if the worker is no longer on the job.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment. Try to
forget your personal feelings about the worker. Rate only on the work performed. Here are some more
points which might help you:

I. Please read all directions and the rating scale thoroughly before rating.

For each question compare your workers with "workers-in-general" in this job. That is, compare your
workers with other workers on this job that you have known. This is very important in small plants
where there are only a few workers. We want the ratings to be based on the same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested method is to rate all workers on one question at a time. The questions ask about different
abilities of the workers. A worker may be good in one ability and poor in another: for example, a very
slow worker may be accurate. So rate all workers on the first question, then rate all workers on the second
question, and so on.

4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's skill. However, one worker with six months' experience
may be a better worker than another with six years' experience. Don't rate one worker as poorer than
another merely because of a lesser amount of experience.

5. Rate the workers according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or months. Don't
rate just on the basis of one "good" day, or one "bad" day or some single incident. Think in terms of
each worker's usual or typical performance.

6. Rate only the abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do not let factors such as cooperativeness, ability to
get along with others, promptness and honesty influence your ratings. Although these aspects of a worker
are important, they are of no value for this study as a "yardstick" against which to compare aptitude
test scores.

MA 7.66
Apr. 1973
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NAME oF vvorixER (Prow)

SEX MALE FEMALE

. Company Joh litle

(I eat) (Firm

How otten do you see this worker
in a work situation'

r All the tune

0 Several times a day

Several times a week.

F.3 Seldom.

flow long have you worked with this worker?

Under one month.

One to two months.

El 'Three to five months.

CI Six months or more.

A. !low much can this worker get done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of time and to work at high speed.)
It it is possibly i.i Lite only the quantity of work which a person can do on this job as adequate or inadequate.

use tt.2 to indicate "inadequate- and #4 to indicate "adequate.-)

El I Capable ot very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatisfactory pace.

Li 2. Capable of low work output. Can perfoun at a slow pace.

0 3. Capable of fair work output. Can perform at au acceptable pai.e.
r 4. Capable ot high work output. Can perform at a fast pace.

5. Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast pace.

R. flow good is the quality of work? (Worker's ability to do highgrade work which meets quality standards.)

eP et;orttlathe is inferior and almost never nwets minimum quality standards.

Performance is usually acceptable but somewhat inferior in quality.

66 er:ormaticc is acceptable but usual) not superior in quality.

4. Performance is usually superior in quality .

S. Performance Is almost always of the highest quality.

C'. How accurate is the work? (Worker's ability to avoid maPing mistakes.)

1. Makes very many mistakes. Work needs constant checking.

2. Makes frequent mistakes. Work needs more checking than is desirable.

3. Makes mistakes occasionally. Work needs only normal checking.

4. Makes few mistakes. Work seldom needs checking.

5. Rarely makes a mistake. Work almost never needs checking.
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I). lick much he the %%mkt.: know about the job'. tWorket's understanding of the ptinciples, equiriment. materials
and metln.d. that have to do ditectly Ott induectt4 with the work.)

I. Has very limited knowledge. Does not know enough to do the job adequately.

2. Has little knowledge. Knows enough to get by

3. Has moderate amount of knowledge. Knows enough NI do fair wink.

4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

S. Has complete knowledge. Knows the job thoroughly .

BEST COPY AVIIIIIIBLE

E. How large a variety of job duties can the worker perform efficiently? (Worker's ability to handle several different
operat tons.)

El I. Cannot perform different operations adequately.

2. CM perform a hunted number of different operations efficiently.

r 3. Can perform several different operations with reasonable efficiency .

4. Can pertorm many different operations efficiently.

7.3 5. Can perform an unusually large variety of different operations efficiently.

Considering all the factors already rated, and only these factors. how good is this worker? (Worker's allaround
ability to do the job.)

I. Performance usually not acceptable.

2. Performance somewhat inferior.

L: 3 A Nat) proficient worker.

Cl 4. Performance usually superior.

J 5. An unusually competent worker.

Complete the following ONLY if the worker is no longer on the job.

G. What do you think is the reason this person left the job? is not necessary to show the official reason if you
feel that there is another reason, as this form will not be shown to anybody in the company.)

O I. Fired because of inability to do the job.

O 2. Quit, and t feel that it was because or difficulty doing the job.

3. Fired or laid off for reasons other than ability to do the job (i.e.. absenteeism. reduction in force).

O 4. Quit, and I feel the reason for quitting was not related to ability to do the job.

O S. Quit or was promoted or reassigned because the worker had learned the job well and wanted to advance.

MA 7.66
Apr. 1973
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Pnscrintive Ratinv. Scale

BEST COPY MEM

fnr Crosn-Valieintinr r.a-T0e el

sum;EsTioss TO RATERS

We are asking you to rate the job performance of the people who work for you. These ratings
will serve as a "yardstick" against which wo can c ompare the test scores in this study. The rat-
ings must give a true picture of each worker or this study will have very little value. You
should try to give the most accurate ratings possihle for each worker.

These ratings are strictly confidential and won't affect your workers in any way. Neither the
ratings nor test scores of any worker will be shown to anybody in your company. We are inter-
ested only in "testing the tests," Ratings are needed only for those workers who are in the
test. study.

Workers who have not cornplrhted their training period, or who have not been on the job or under
your supervision long enough for you to know how well they can perform this work should not be
rated. Please inform the test technician about this if you are asked to rate any such workers.

In making ratings, don't let general impressions or some outstanding trait affect your judgment.
Try to forget your personal feelings about the worker. Rate him only on the way he does his
work. Here are some more points which might help you:

2. Please read all directions and the rating scale thoroughly before rating.

2. For each question compare your workers with "workers-in-general" in this job. That is, com-
pare your workers with other workers on this job that you have known. This is very important
in small plants where there are only a few workers. We want the ratings to be based on the
same standard in all the plants.

3. A suggested method is to rate all workers on one question at a time. The questions ask about
different abilities of the workers. A worker may be good in one ability and poor in another;
for example, a very slow worker may be very accurate. So rate all workers on the first question,
then rate all workers on the second question, and so on.

4. Practice and experience usually improve a worker's skill. However, one worker with six
months' experience may be a faster worker than another with six years' experience. Don't
rate one worker as poorer than another because he has not been on the job as long.

5. Rate the workers according to the work they have done over a period of several weeks or
months. Don't rate just on the basis of one "good" day, one "bad" day or some single
incident. Think in terms of each worker's usual or typical performance.

6. Rate only on the abilities listed on the rating sheet. Do not let factors such as cooperative-
ness, ability to get along with others, promptness and honesty influence your ratings. Although
these aspects of a worker are important, they are of no value for this study as a "yardstick"
against which to compare aptitude test scores.

Please ill in the information requested on the reverse side of this sheet.
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RATING SCALE FOR

Score

Directions: Please read the sheet "Sluzestions to Raters" and then fill in
the items lis'.ed below. In making your ratings, only one box
should be checked for each question.

Name of worker (print)

!!.ale

Cc.apany Job Title:

Fe ale 4.0.

.1b Own. e a ay. AMIWPOI

::c4 often do yo..t s-!e th!'.s .:orker in r. work situation?

1:7 See him at work all the time.

C7 See him at work several times a day.

See him at work several times a week.

Seldom see him in work situation.

!!.aw long 11:1. you uorked with him?

t'nder we month.

L7 One to two months.

C7 Three to five menthe.

Six months or more.

23



A. Haw much
his time

a 1.

a 2.

a 3.

C14.

4_7 5.

- 23 -

BEST
tO?1 RIIKABLE

work can he get done? (Worker's ability to make efficient use of

and to work at high speed.)

Capable of very low work output. Can perform only at an unsatis»

factory pace.

Capable of law work output. Can perform at a slaw pace.

Capable of fair work output. Can perform at an acceptable but not

a fast pace.

Capable of high work output. Can perform at a fast pace.

Capable of very high work output. Can perform at an unusually fast
pace.

i. How good is the quality of his work? (Worker's ability to do high.grade work

which meets quality standards.)

1. Very poor. Does work of unsatisfactory grade. Performance is

inferior and almost never meets minimum quality standards.

Eg 2. Not too bad, but the grade of his work could stand improvement.

Performance is usually acceptable but sozewhat inferior in quality.

473. Fair. The grade of his work is mediocre. Performance is acceptable

but usually not superior in quality.

C7'4. Good, but the grade of his work is not outstanding. Performance is

usually superior in quality.

L7 5. Very good. Does work of outstanding grade. Performance is almost

always of the highest quality.

t!,,e 1'4 is he in his work? (Marker's ability to avoid making mistakes.)

ijr1. Very inaccurate. !lakes very many mistakes. Fork needs constant

checking.

L72. Inaccurate. Wakes frequent mistakes. Work needs more checking than

is desirable('

4/273. Fairly accurate. Makes mistakes occasionaly. Work needs only normal

checking.

4:7 4. Accurate. Makes few mistakes. Work seldom needs checking.

227 5. Highly accurate. Nrely makes a mistake. 'Cork almost never needs

checking.

-44
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D. How much does he know about his job? (Worker's understanding of the principles,
equipment, materials and methods that have to do directly or indirectly with his
work.)

1. Has very limited knowledge. Does not know enough to do his job
adequately.

CJ 2. Has little knowledge. Knows enough to *get by.°

C73. Has ..toderate amount of knowledge. Knows enough to do fair work.

4. Has broad knowledge. Knows enough to do good work.

j7 5. Has complete knowledge. Knows his job thoroughly.

8. r.or much aptitude or facility does he have for this kind of work? (Worker's
:dlptness or knack for performing his job easily and well.)

/7:7 1. Very low aptitude. Has great difficulty doing his job. Not at all
suited to this kind of cork.

(7 2. Low aptitude. Usually has 3=0 difficulty doing his job. Not too
yell suited to this kind of work.

r-j 3. loderate aptitude. Does his job without too much difficulty.
Flir ly vell suited to this kind of work.

4. High aptitude. Usually does his job without difficulty. 411
suited to this kind of work.

CI 5. Very high aptitude. Does his job with great ease. Unusually well
suited for this kind of :ark.

F. How large a var5..?ty of job duties can he perform efficiently? (Worker's
ability to I' Mlle sever al differ: t operations in his work.)

Ell. A 1 ery limited variety. Cannot perform efferent operatic s
adequately.

C7 2. A small variety. Can perform few different operations efficiently.

/DP 3. A moderate variety. Can perform some different operations with
reasonable efficiency.

al*. A large variety. Can perform several different operations efficiently.

a 5. An unusually large variety. Can do very maw different operations
efficiently.

25
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00 How resourceful is he when something different comes up or something out of

the ordinary occurs? (Worker's ability to apply what he already knows to a

new situation.)

L7 1. Very unresourceful. Almost never is able to figure out what to do.
Needs help on even minor problems.

a 2. Unresourceful. Often has difficulty handling new situations. Needs

help on all but simple problems.

1,:j 3. Fairly resourceful. Sc,4etimes knows what to do, sometimes doesn't.

Can deal with problcms that are not too complex.

a 4. Resourceful. Usually able to 11.--ndle new situations. Needs help on

only compleieproble:as.

/7.7 5. Very resourceful. Practically always figures out what to do himself.

Rarely needs help, even on complex problems.

H. gum often dons he rake practical suggestions for doing things in better ways?

(Zorker's ability to it,prove work methods.)

£7 1. Never. Sticks strictly with the routine. Contributes nothing in the

way of practical suggestions.

2. Very sel,iom. Slow to see new ways to :,ilrov m?nocis. Contributes

few practical suggestions.

a 3. Once in a while. Neither quick nor slew to sea ne% ways to improve

methods. Contributes some practical suggestions.

CI 4. Frequently. Quick to see new ways to improve methods. Contributes

more than his share of practical suggestions.

f7 5. Very often. Extrctely alert to see new ways to imorove methods.

Contributes an unusually large number of practical suggestions.

Considering all the factors already rated, and oijk these factors, how satis.

factory is his work? (Corker's oall,around, ability to do his job.)

a 1. Definitely unsatisfactory. 'Wald be better off without him. Per..

romance usually not acceptable.

ID' 2. Not completely satisfactory. Of limited value to the organisation.

Performance somewhat inferior.

E7'3. Satisfactory. A fairly proficient worker. Performance generally

acceptable.

/Dr 4. Good. A valuable uorker. Perfor..,nce u$1:211y superior.a 5. Outstanding. Itn unusually competent ,orker. Performance almost

always top notch. .71:6
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

APPENDIX 4

Clerk, General Office (clerical) 211.388

JOB DUTIES

Performs a wide range of clerical duties:

S-3231174

r

Maintains files: Sorts, arranges and files alphabetically, numer-
ically, chronologically or by subject matter; locates and removes
material from fi!a upon request; prepares necessary chargeout
records.

*Uses a typewriter to perform various duties: Types letters
and reports, fills in forms and cuts stencils from longhand
or typewritten copy; types names and addresses on envelopes,
cards and labels; checks work for errors.

*Prepares and checks reports, hills, statements and invoices
from original orders, sales charge slips or other records: Uses
adding machine to add and subtract figures; operates a cal-
culating machine to add, subtract, multiply and divide; writes
cooputed answer on records or reports; enters customer's name,
address, account and/or order number, items, prices, discounts
and totals on printed form. May calculate figures on oay records.
;.lay insert hills in envelopes. Checks work for errors.

Performs .liscellaneots clerical duties: iiay take notes or lake
verbatim records and transcribe ;laterial in prescribed form using
a typewriter. Gives information requested by persons calling or
coming into office. Keeps a continuous record of supplies and/or
equipment receiveJ or issued; lists items to be ordered; may make
periodic physical counts of stock. Opens !lei!, stamps time r,l-
ceived on ail, reads and sorts incoming nail, and delivers nail

to proper person or department.

*These job duties are designated as critical job duties since they
:oust be performed competently if the job is to be performed in a
satisfactory :-canner. General Office Clerks spend about 75% of
their workinh tine performing these duties.

GPO RA 4.9 37


